Luxury Art & Craft Market Research
This document is the output from Unlocking Potential under the Future Focus business support programme (made
available through European Regional Development Funding). The project was originally scoped in March 2018 to
provide: An overview of the contemporary luxury art/sculpture market and insight into relevant publications and routes
for promotion. Staff time from within Unlocking Potential (Cornwall College) was provided to deliver this service. The
work was time-limited and as such is not an exhaustive piece of market research, however it is hoped that this work
will serve to inform companies who specialise in producing and/or marketing luxury art products in their business
planning.

Executive Summary
The research identified that in a crowded market, the way that luxury, contemporary craft/art/sculpture is normally
discovered, procured or commissioned is a complex process, and there is no one easy direct route of promotion to
reach the luxury high-value buyer.
Research has demonstrated that ‘personal selling’ for promotion, over any form of mass-message marketing, may well
be the most effective method for promoting luxury craft, contemporary art and sculptural products in this market. The
value of personal selling minimises wasted effort, measures ROI better than most tools, promotes sales, and boosts
word of mouth marketing. The ability to reach high-value consumers for this market may be most successfully achieved
by first building personal face-to-face relationships directly with the customer, or with specialist intermediaries
including art dealers, art buyers, and interior designers (possibly also architects and landscape designers) who work
on high budget private and commercial projects and will work directly on fulfilling their clients’ needs by procuring
suitable, within budget, individual one-off art pieces as an when.
The researcher has listed a number of specialist art dealers and other intermediaries (including good commercial art
galleries, commercial architect firms, and landscape and interior designers) who potentially may suggest specific art
or contemporary craft work in their design plans in response to client briefs. The researcher discovered that art dealers
and design firms tend to keep extensive databases of art work and are approached very regularly by new artists who
wish to be added to their books. The recommendation was that, although it can be a ‘slow burn’, it is necessary to
work on fostering relationships to get noticed. For companies who specialise in producing and/or marketing luxury
art products, this requires identifying key firms and building personal relationships with them to understand what
they want as the most likely route to win success. It also requires supplying knowledge of the artist/maker, the type
of work produced, but also a commercial understanding of how the artist creates work in costs and timescales.
In terms of other routes for promotion, the research did not attempt to identify if 3rd party routes to promotion via
journalists, bloggers, on and off-line art trade or lifestyle publications, social media and so forth are likely to be
successful in generating enquires, leads or sales. As it is particularly difficult to measure the ROI of ‘time spent’
nurturing these ‘routes to promotion,’ particularly where any output, such as new leads generated, is hard to track
accurately.
However, exhibiting at both trade and consumer, art, interiors, horticultural and design shows may beneficial for some
companies depending on the type of product, target market and preferred way to buy, as these provide opportunities
for direct face-to-face direct sales relationships to be established. The research does attempt to show that a selective
use of online art auction and direct buying platforms, use of social media (particularly Instagram) and exposure in
international gallery shows may also be important for exposure to potential news buyers.

1. Overview of national publications (online and offline) and other relevant
opportunities for promotion.
The research is not exhaustive but has been able to identify a number of potential opportunities for promotion.
Media and Publications:
The following Media databases are generally relied upon by PR and Marketing firms as they are able to supply
comprehensive and accurate media intelligence including journalist contact details:
Gorkana (Cision) http://www.gorkana.com/
Homes4 Media https://homes4media.com/#home
The following lists of publications and media may be relevant depending on the editor’s interest and reader
demographic.
Trade and specialist media:
Aesthetica
Apollo
Art Monthly
ArtNews
Frieze.com
Archetech
ArchiExpo
ICON
Design et al
Pro Landscaper
The Architect's Journal
Consumer media include ‘Lifestyle’:
Wallpaper*
Channel4Homes
BBC Gardeners' World
Which? Gardening magazine
(Ideal Home) Homes & Gardens
Homes & Interiors Scotland
Elle Decoration
House Beautiful
Irish Interiors magazine
BBC Good Homes Magazine
Country Life
Country Living Magazine
EKBB (Essential Kitchen Bathroom
Bedroom)
House & Garden
Ideal Home (Country Homes &
Interiors)
Build It
Grand Designs Magazine
Homebuilding & Renovating
25 Beautiful Homes

http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/
https://www.apollo-magazine.com/
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/
http://www.artnews.com/
https://frieze.com/
http://archetech.org.uk
http://emag.archiexpo.com/list/
https://www.iconeye.com/
http://www.design-et-al.co.uk/designetal-home.html
http://prolandscapermagazine.com/
https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/

https://www.wallpaper.com/
http://www.channel4.com/programmes/categories/lifestyle
http://www.gardenersworld.com/
https://gardening.which.co.uk/hc/en-gb
http://www.idealhome.co.uk/gardens
https://homesandinteriorsscotland.com/
http://www.elledecoration.co.uk/
http://www.housebeautiful.co.uk/
https://www.ihil.net/
https://www.goodhomesmagazine.com/
http://www.countrylife.co.uk/
http://www.countryliving.co.uk/
http://www.ekbbmagazine.co.uk/
http://www.houseandgarden.co.uk/
http://www.idealhome.co.uk/country-homes-and-interiors
https://www.self-build.co.uk/
https://www.granddesignsmagazine.com/
https://www.homebuilding.co.uk/
http://www.idealhome.co.uk/25-beautiful-homes

Cosmopolitan
Marie Claire
Vogue
Woman & Home
Good Housekeeping
(Real Homes) Period Living
(Real Homes) Smart Homes
The Guardian
Ideal Home
ITV’s This Morning
London Evening Standard
Mail on Sunday
Real Homes
Sunday Telegraph
Sunday Times

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/uk/
http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/
http://www.vogue.co.uk/
http://www.womanandhome.com/
http://www.goodhousekeeping.co.uk/
https://www.realhomes.com/period-living/
https://www.realhomesmagazine.co.uk/tag/smart-home/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk
http://www.idealhome.co.uk/
http://www.itv.com/thismorning
https://www.standard.co.uk/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/mailonsunday/index.html
https://www.realhomes.com/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/magazine/the-sunday-times-magazine

Other organisations that may be able to offer support, advice, exhibition and networking opportunities include:
1. Handmade in Britain https://www.handmadeinbritain.co.uk/ organises a series of shows for designer-makers,
collectors, industry professionals and design enthusiasts, and is regarded by exhibitors and visitors alike as a
leading organiser of selling events in the UK contemporary craft calendar. Annual visitor numbers exceed 15,000.
Sculpt at Kew is not returning in 2018, however a new sculpture exhibition is hoped to be planned for 2019.
2. The Landscape Show http://www.landscapeshow.co.uk/ (18th- 19th September 2018, Battersea Park, London)
Established as the essential trade event, LANDSCAPE attracts garden designers, landscape architects, landscape
contractors, local authority landscaping professionals, architects, facilities managers and interior designers from
all over the UK and beyond.
3. RHS (Royal Horticultural Society) https://www.rhs.org.uk/ Organise high profile flower shows throughout the year
including: RHS Chelsea (22nd-26th May 2018), RHS Hampton Court (2nd- 8th July 2018) and RHS Tatton Park (18th22nd July 2018).
4. The Association of Professional Art Advisors http://www.artadvisors.org/ The Association of Professional Art
Advisors (APAA) is a not-for-profit organization comprised of leading independent art advisors, curators and
corporate art managers.
5. The Design Society http://thedesignsoc.com/ First Established in 2005 by design-et-al magazine, The Design
Society aims were to work closely with interior designers to promote their work to a wider audience via the
magazine. Fast forward to 2011 and the Design Society is re-launched to include those who work in all sectors of
the design profession. Members specialisms now ranging from interior and product design through to
architecture, naval architecture and interior design for yachts and private jets. Our growing national and
international membership reflects both the interior and commercial sectors. Contains a list of International Design
Partners.
6. Northern Design Awards http://www.northerndesignawards.com/ The Northern Design Awards bring together
designers, retailers and property developers.
7. SBID International Design Awards http://www.internationaldesignexcellenceawards.com/

Leads list: [See accompanying Excel spread sheet]
The researcher has identified a ‘long’ list of 137 companies. A mix of Art Advisors, Art Consultants and Online Art
Dealers; plus, some of the top Architecture, Interior and Landscape Designers; Architect firms and High-end Builders,
most of which have undertaken large-scale and international projects. It is known that these firms may well source art
pieces of behalf of their clients, and it is expected, may put forward contemporary craft/art/sculpture pieces in their
design schemes if they are aware the works, costs and delivery time-scales.

Other Opportunities for Promotion:
The Online Art Market place is reported as changing the game in a big way. The value of online art sales are increasing.
In 2016 the Online Art Market was dominated by pieces priced below $5,000 with 79% of online art buyers spending
less than $5,000 per piece.
Social Media, particularly Instagram, are effective tools for both discovering art and leading to sales as surveys of art
dealers and art buyers indicate.
Which Social platform do you find most effective in terms of
selling art/creating direct sales leads?

2017 Facebook

2017 Twitter

2017 Instagram

2017 Pinterest

2017 Linkedin

Figure 1: Survey question on Social platforms (TEFAF – Art Market Report 2017- Online Focus)

The researcher has provided more in-depth information about the Online Market and E-Commerce in the next section.

2. Current overview of the high-end contemporary art industry
The following Art Market Reports of 2017 (reporting on the Art Market in 2016) agree that current uncertainties in
politics and economics are affecting high-end spending so that artworks with price tags over $1 million have declined.
However, mid-market prices between $10,000 and $50,000 have grown. Statistics show a shift from buying art from
art auctions (19% decline) to art dealers (63% of sales) as people are using experts and data to guide their decisions.
Trust, transparency, and discretion are the key factors that collectors seek in a dealer’s reputation.
The Art Basel & UBS Market 2017 is a comprehensive and macro-level analysis of the global art market in 2016. It
looks at the key trends in the global art and antiques trade and reports on how different regions, sectors and value
segments of the market have performed. Art Basel & UBS report that total sales of art and antiques in the global art
market were down 11% on 2015 but the gallery remained the most important channel for dealer sales in 2016,
accounting for 51% of sales on average. Art fairs accounted for 41%, while online sales were 8% of the total.
The TEFAF (The European Fine arts Foundation) Art Market Report 2017 paints a picture of “a stable and resilient
market, experiencing positive growth.” Sales moving away from auction houses to the private sector, both to private
sales by auction houses and to dealers. For 18 years, the TEFAF Art Market Report has been regarded as the
benchmark-setting for art market data, but this year has announced it will discontinue its annual report and instead
will publish a series of very in-depth and focused analytical reports that concentrate on a variety of subjects in the art
market. The TEFAF Art Market Report: Online Focus, launched in June 2017 is perhaps the forerunner on the planned

in-depth reports, it looks at the extent to which the art world is embracing digital opportunities and the impact the
new technology is having on the art market.
The Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017 specifically looks at the online art market and uses an Online Art Platform
Ranking to show how the established global brands in the art market, such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s, are transforming
a bricks-and-mortar business into a multimedia business. It also shows that when it comes to social media, Instagram
is now very clearly the medium of choice.

2. 1: Key Findings
Total sales in 2016 = $56.6 billion (Art Basel & UBS). Or, more conservatively, = $45 billion dollars (TEFAF), up 1.7% on
2015, Total online sales = $3.75 billion, up 15% (Hiscox). The volume of sales (number of transactions) declined by 5%
year-on-year to reach 36.1 million (Art Basel & UBS).
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Figure 2: Value of Total Art Sales ($ Billion) by region

Global exporters of artworks.
Europe remains the largest global exporter of artworks, collector pieces and antiques, as defined by the United
Nations. U.S. export trade remains strong, but imports in art and antiques are down 20%. U.K. trade has fallen during
2016 and Hong Kong trade data reveals imports are also slowing into China. (TEFAF).
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Figure 3: Shows the latest availlable data for Imports and Exports. 2016 Data was not known.

High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs) An estimated 1.1 million US based HNWIs purchased works of art or antiques in
the market in the last two years. 40% of US-based HNWIs were active in the art and collectibles market in the last two
years. 12% had spent over $50,000 on art and collectibles in that period and 3% had spent over $1 million (Art Basel
& UBS).
Auction Sales:
 Public auction sales of works of art, high-end Jewellery and decorative arts = $16.9 billion globally, down from
$20.8 billion in 2015 (TEFAF).
 Contemporary Art prices - 4% higher on average in Europe and the U.S. (TEFAF).
 Value of auction sales - decreased dramatically in the U.S. (41%). Fell in dollar values in the U.K. (24%). Sales in
Continental Europe are up 3.6%. Asia has remained strong and stable over 2016 and now has largest share of
auction sales globally. (TEFAF).
 Share of auction sales. Asia = 40.5% share of world auction sales (up from a 31% share in 2015). China dominates
Asian auction sales with almost 90% share. Europe = 31% and the Americas = 27.5% (down from 37.5% in 2015).
Africa and Oceania together = 1% of auction sales. (TEFAF).
 Value of privately brokered sales at auction. China = 36%, Europe = 33%, and the Americas = 30%. (TEFAF).
Dealer Market:
The Dealer Market is benefiting from buyer confidence stemming from greater access to information and transparency
on prices, preferring to buy through dealers than at auction. Privacy and anonymity, cherished in the Western world,
in times of austerity and political tensions.
 Art Basel & UBS report that the value of sales at public auctions has declined 26% year-on-year, while there was
a slight increase in sales in the dealer sector (of 3%) increased the share of the dealer market to 57%. Dealer sales
= $32.5 billion, rose just under 3% on aggregate. TEFAF suggest the proportion of dealers = 62.5% and to auction
= 37.5% market sales. These dynamics globally underpins the structure of the art market. Sales for dealers with
turnover of less than $1 million declined year-on-year while those with sales between $1 million and $10 million
grew by 7%. Those with turnovers in excess of $10 million also showed positive results with sales growing 2%. (Art
Basel & UBS).
 Retail sales from art and antique dealers. Europe, with over half of world’s dealers, is by far the largest continent
for art and antiques sales in the world in terms of share of sales volume in 2016. Including the dealer market, the





U.S. remains the largest country in the world art market = 29.5% market share, followed by the U.K. = 24%, and by
China = 18%. (TEFAF).
Private sales through dealers and galleries have been strong. Asia, in particular the Middle East showing strong
growth. Europe’s dealer market is 20% larger than last year. With healthier financial profits and the highest
number of dealers, the European dealer market is the largest globally, with 54% of all dealers residing in Europe.
(TEFAF).
Art Fairs, both local and global, are the most important point for acquiring new buyers -the largest concern of art
dealers and galleries. A strong work-ethic, reputation and credibility remain key drivers for survival and longevity
for art dealers and galleries in the market. (TEFAF).

2.2

Online Art Market - Key Findings:

According to the TEFAF – Art Market Report 2017, “the online art market, while relatively small, has the potential to
change the industry significantly as artists, dealers, and buyers grow more tech-savvy.” Online sales have become an
important method of reaching new customers. Over half (56%) on the online sales generated by dealers in 2016 were
made to new clients that have never been to their gallery or met them in person.





The Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017 say that online art market has an 8.4% share of the overall art market
and that sales reached an estimated $3.75 billion in 2016, up 15% from 2015, with $9.14 billion = estimated value
of the online art market by 2021.
Art Basel & UBS suggest they make a conservative estimate of sales of art and antiques online as having reached
$4.9 billion with Online Market sales in 2016 representing almost 9% of the global art and antiques market by
value. Sales have advanced 4% year-on-year. While this might seem a moderate increase in value, it is a relatively
strong result in the context of the generally declining market. However, the growth forecast 3-4 years ago
predicted sales in the online sector to be in excess of 20% and so have fallen significantly less than the estimates.
Whilst the traditional auction houses have been slow in adapting to the opportunities of the online art market,
2016 marked a significant shift in their online sales strategy, with Sotheby’s, Christie’s and Heritage Auctions
generating combined online sales of $720 million in 2016 – accounting for 19% of the online art market. Onlineonly auctions saw a particularly strong increase at Christie’s, with an 84% jump in sales. One of the biggest online
players, Heritage Auctions, reported that 41% of its auction sales are now conducted online, with $348.5 million
in online sales reported in 2016 (up 1.3% from 2015).

TEFAF - World Art & E-Commerce Highlights in 20171
 Auction houses that have actively embraced online engagement (Sotheby’s, Christie’s and Heritage Auctions) have
gained advantage. While online sales represent only 1% or less in most top-tier auction houses, online sales in
second-tier auction businesses averaged 17% in 2016.
 Dealer community is behind in its efforts to adapt to this new technology. One third still operate offline only and
among the other two thirds, just $1 billion of the $26 billion made last year was through online sales.
 E-commerce is helping auction houses, dealers and artists expand beyond the traditional marketplace to reach
new buyers and collectors; this will continue and likely accelerate.
 Online art purchases are growing fast for lower price points, which is expanding the art market by enticing new
buyers and introducing a greater number of emerging artists.
 Issues of trust and transparency are limiting growth at the upper end of the market but advances in technology
may change this.
 Younger collectors are digitally savvy and the market in general should benefit at all price points from their
involvement in years to come.

1

TEFAF Art Market Report 2017 Online Focus
https://www.tefaf.com/tefaf/media/website/fair%20images/tefaf%20maastricht/2017/art%20symposium/tefaf-art-marketreport-online-focus.pdf





Beyond a means of marketing sales itself, online is an increasingly crucial way of promoting and raising
awareness of one’s art through social media.
Online selling platforms doing well are those that are innovating, e.g.
Invaluable, 1stDibs and Artsy, while other business models have struggled or failed. No dominant, single player
has developed. Christie’s maintains the top spot in this year’s ranking, ahead of Sotheby’s, Artsy, 1stdibs and
Artnet.

Hiscox Online Art Trade Report - Online Art Market Key Findings2
 79% of art buyers said they bought artworks with an average price below $5,000 in 2017
 49% of buyers say Facebook is their preferred social media platform – down from 54% in 2016, with Instagram
now top.
 65% of buyers bought more than one piece of art online in the past 12months, up 2% year-on-year.
 60% of galleries said online art buyers are getting more confident buying art at higher prices.
 57% of art buyers say that Instagram is the most frequent social media platform used for art-related purposes.
 45% of art buyers regard social media as one of the most important channels for raising awareness of online sales
platforms.
 85% of art buyers attributed significant weight to the search and discovery process when selecting a specific online
art platform.
 79% of hesitant online buyers would like more background information about the artist and the object.
 65% of hesitant online art buyers stated that customer reviews and feedback from previous clients would be an
important ingredient in the art buying process.
 71% of hesitant online art buyers would feel more comfortable if they had the option to insure their artwork at
the time of purchase.

What is the average price spent on works bought
online?
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Figure 4: Gallery Survey (Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017)

2

Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017 https://www.hiscox.co.uk/sites/uk/files/documents/2017-05/hiscox-online-art-tradereport-2017.pdf

2.3

How the Art World is branching out Online

What types of online art platforms have you
bought from?
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Online-only auctions (i.e. Auctionata, Artnet Auctions)
Bricks-and-clicks (i.e. Christie’s ‘LIVE’, Sotheby’s ‘BIDnow’, galleries with an e-commerce option)
Online-auction aggregators (i.e. thesaleroom.com, Invaluable and Live Auctioneers)
Online search for the arts and collectibles market (Barnebys)
Online marketplaces (i.e. Artfinder, Artspace, Amazon Fine Art, SaatchiArt, Rise Art)
Gallery portals (i.e. Artsy)
Figure 5: TEFAF –Online Focus - Buyer Survey - 2017

Figure 5 shows how buyers are changing buying art on line. Younger and new buyers are more comfortable buying art
online.
The major auction houses Christies’ and Sotheby’s have had different approaches to the online market. Christie’s
invested in organically developing its online only sales since 2011 and has hosted more than 100 online-only auctions
and buy now sales in 2016 generating $67.1 million. Sotheby’s has approached a partnership orientated approach to
expanding online, notably re-establishing a joint venture with eBay across art and collectibles, as well as launching a
collaboration with Artsy for lower-priced, single-owner collection in Post war and Contemporary Art. Sotheby’s
reported total online sales of $155 million in 2016, a 20% increase year-on-year. They also reported that online sales
and bidding had emerged as the most popular method of participation for new client, with 52% of all online buyers in
2016 new to Sotheby’s.
For second-tier auction houses, online sales in 2016 were more significant with an average 17% of sales online, up 4%
on 2015. 10% of these online sales were made through other third-party platforms and 7% via their own website. For
those selling online, 32% of the buyers were new buyers who had never been to their premises or had personal contact
in any way with the auction house prior to the sale, 27% were regular online buyers with whom they had no other
direct contact, and the remaining 41% were regular buyers who had bought offline in the past or had contact with the
business previously.

Figure 6: Source- TEFAF Art – e-commerce
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Direct Online Sales
Via Marketplace (Indirect Sales)
Via Intermediary (Software Support)
Via Marketplace + Intermediary (Redirected Sales)

Figure 5: KEY
1.
2.

Artist online sales: Artists make direct sales to clients online via their private websites.
Artist marketplaces: An online marketplace facilitates a virtual environment for artists to display and sell their work. Payment
is taking place directly on the third-party website.

3.

Online artist platforms: An online platform functions much the same as an online marketplace, the main difference being
that the sale does not take place here. Buyers are redirected to the artist’s website or to offline business details in order to
purchase.
4. Art gallery and dealer online sales: The gallery or dealer makes direct sales online via the company website.
5. Gallery and dealer marketplaces: The online market place brings galleries and dealers together with buyers on a third-party
platform. The marketplace facilitates the sale on their website (usually buy-now).
6. Online gallery/dealer platforms: The platform provides an online introduction between the buyer and the dealer or gallery,
but the sale does not take place on the platform. Buyers are redirected to the dealer or gallery’s own website, or to their
offline premises.
7. Software provider – online sales: An intermediary who offers (white label) software for galleries or dealers who do not
have the requirement to develop their online sales channel in-house.
8. Auction house online sales: Auction houses use an online platform with their own name, either to accept online bids to a
traditional live auction sale or to run a timed, online-only auction (usually bid-now with some buy-now options). Platforms
can either be built internally or hosted by an auction software provider.
9. Auction marketplaces: There are two types: (1) A website which hosts online auctions for multiple offline auction houses and,
(2) An intermediary website through which visitors can follow multiple online auctions from different (online) auction houses.
For live auctions the website also collects (absentee) bids from potential buyers and bids on their behalf on the website where
the online auction is actually taking place or live against the room.
10. Online auction platforms: Allows visitors to browse lots on offer from multiple online auctions. The main difference with 9 is
that bids cannot be placed through the website, visitors will be redirected to the auction house’s website.
11. Software provider: online auctions: An intermediary who offers (white label) software for auction houses who do not have
the requirement to develop their online sales channel in-house.
12. Private seller marketplace: An online marketplace facilitates a virtual environment for private sellers (distinct from a dealer
or artist) to display, sell and buy works of art. Payment is taking place directly on the third-party website.

Online Sales in the Dealer Sector
In the dealer sector in 2016, online sales represented an average of 8% of their total sales, up 1% year-on-year. For art
dealers, TEFAF say, 4% of their global sales of $26 billion occurred online. According to Art Basel & UBS, the majority
of these sales (5%) were made through the dealer’s own website, with the remaining 3% through third-party platforms,
the most commonly cited being Artsy and 1stDibs. Online sales have become an important method of reaching new
customers, with over half (56%) of the online sales generated by dealers made to new clients that had never been to
their gallery or met them in person. Just over one third (35%) were to buyers with whom they have had personal
contact but who prefer to buy online, and the remaining 9% were buyers who had never been to the gallery or had
personal contact with the dealer but who regularly bought from them online.
As in the auction sector, third-party platforms partnering with galleries have become a key focal point for buyers to
communicate and make purchases. Important companies in this sector include 1stDibs, Artsy, Lofty-Auction Mobility,
eBay, and Amazon Art, as well as new entrants Arteby’s (focused on low-value, high-volume sales) and Art and Only
(focused on high-value sales and offering global physical viewing locations). These sites all offer works for sale across
a broad range of categories and employ a range of different revenue models (including seller commission, listing fees
and others).
Artsy is one largest gallery platforms in the sector hosting 4,000 galleries, 600 museums and institutions, 60
international art fairs, and select auctions in 2016. Artsy’s base of subscriber galleries doubled over 2016, with the
company reporting buoyant sales activity via the platform including multiple sales for six-figure sums. While it is
difficult to ascertain exactly which specific introductions result in immediate or future sales for galleries, known or
established sales on Artsy grew by more 120% year-on-year and the inventory for sale increased by 150%, reaching
over 300,000 for-sale works at the start of 2017. In 2016 Artsy launched live auction technology with some of their
auction partners, including Sotheby’s, Phillips, and Koller, hosting more than 40 auctions and with multiple works
selling for over $100,000. These Artsy-hosted auctions were designed to create a pipeline to saleable property, while
providing the traditional auction houses with superior technology capabilities and access to Artsy’s audience of young
and emerging collectors. Artsy has also focused on growth in its editorial and news services and was the fastest growing
arts-focused publication in 2016, covering a broad range of editorial and features related to art.

Online Platforms and Consolidators
Online third-party (3P) platforms or auction consolidators have become a critical part of the link to e-commerce for
many traditional auction houses. They have also become crucial in enabling access to online selling for smaller auction
houses that may not have the budget to develop their own e-commerce facilities. In recent years, sites such as
Catawiki, LiveAuctioneers, Invaluable , and BidSquare have all become increasingly important in this space, and some
have developed into brands within their own right, providing the first point of contact for online buyers to search for
inventory.





Catawiki has raised nearly $100 million in capital over the last two years, anchoring their strategy in establishing a
foothold in countries where eBay is not widely adopted.
LiveAuctioneers recently launched Jasper52, a branded proprietary platform that spans multiple categories and
conducts sales via auctions and buy now e-commerce.
Invaluable, founded in 1989, operates a similar business model, but has created unique strategic opportunities with
offline partners, including Sotheby’s
Bidsquare, a platform launched by six renowned regional auction houses (including Brunk, Cowan’s, Leslie Hindman,
Pook and Pook, Rago, and Skinner), conducts daily auctions from more than 4,000 different auction houses worldwide.

Figure 7: Shows the current Online Art Sales Platform rankings. (Hiscox)

Website Traffic
Challenges faced by both online companies and traditional art businesses are centred on finding new clients,
stimulating demand and accessing supply over the next five years. The overarching challenge continues to be securing
more website traffic. The highest global rankings for an art-specific e-commerce site was the 3P platform 1stDibs (with
2.7 million visitors per month).
While traffic rankings give an indication of popularity, it is important to note that some sites with relatively low visitor
numbers are not necessarily less successful but are built on a more exclusive or niche business model, targeted at
attracting only specific visitors rather than higher volumes. Many companies in the sector have also pointed out that
while they have seen huge increases in visitor traffic to their sites, the key challenge is how to increase engagement
and convert them to active buyers, which often remain a small proportion of visitors. Considered over time, website
traffic and other metrics all point to a steadily increasing interest in buying art online. The growth of companies in the
online art space has been one of the most visible trends in the art market over the past decade. E-commerce has
gained significant momentum, creating increased convenience, efficiency and accessibility for buyers and sellers, with
much greater speed of transactions and wider global reach.
Social Media
Social media has been well-established as a critical part of building brand awareness for the many new companies in
the art market. Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017 says that for the first time, Instagram has overtaken Facebook
as the preferred social media channel for the art world and in particular has become the key social media tool for
discovering and sharing art, especially for relatively younger collectors.
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Figure 8: TEFAF dealer survey shows 2016-17 changes in Social Media Platforms for raising awraeness and promotion of art works.

In the TEFAF Online Focus, 57% of survey respondents said Instagram is their most frequently used social media
platform (up from 48% in 2016 and 34% in 2015). Among those under aged 35, this share is significantly higher, with
70% saying Instagram was their preferred choice. Whilst Facebook was still the dominant social media platform among
art buyers last year, 49% of the art buyers this year said Facebook was their preferred social media channel for artrelated purposes, down from 54% in 2016. Instagram has also been lauded as a direct sales generation tool for both
online and offline agents in the market. 57% of art buyers surveyed saying Instagram is the most frequent social media

platform used and 57% of galleries saying they are finding Instagram the most effective in terms of raising
awareness, compared to 42% who say Facebook.
Sotheby’s has seen its Instagram following grow by 102% between March 2016 and March 2017, and currently has
more than 430,000 followers. Christie’s has in excess of 267,000 followers (up 78% from March 2016) and Phillips has
over 98,000 followers (up 83% over the same period). The use of Instagram among auction house experts is proving
to be an effective communications tool, and potentially influences decisions among new and existing buyers.

2.4 Exploring Other Routes for Promotion
Businesses in this space may wish to use a mix of art dealers and art auctions, including online auctions sites, to help
promote his name and works to private clients, collectors, interior designers and other art market professionals.
The table below shows the percentage of sales made by dealers and 2nd tier auction houses to different buyer groups.

Market Share of Sales by Buyer Group in 2016
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Collectors
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Designers

Other art
market
professionals

Private
Institutions
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museums

International
museums
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3%

9%
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5%

2nd Tier Auction Houses
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4%

27%

3%
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Figure 9: Source Art Basel & USB - 2016

Art Buyers and Dealers - Sales to private individual collectors dominate the dealer (and auction) sectors. On average,
69% of dealers’ sales in 2016 were to private collector. With interior designers included, this increased to 72%. Sales
to other members of the art trade accounted for 9% (down 4% in share year-on-year), and sales to private institutions
such as corporations and foundations rose slightly to 8%. Art market professionals were a relatively more important
segment for auction houses than dealers, accounting for 27% in 2016, the same as 2015.
Primary Market Dealers - The dealer market is made up of primary and secondary markets. The secondary market
dominates the trade in terms of value - this is where higher prices are generally achieved. Works sold in the primary
market are made up of new and unknown artists, as well as more established contemporary artists, and is where the
artist first sells their new work through dealers. When an artist is not very established, or the quality of their work is
less easy to discern, it can entail a significant degree of risk for buyers. Dealers therefore play a crucial role in this
market as a conduit for information for buyers on artists and their work. They also play a key role in many artists’
careers, both directly selling their work, and promoting and developing their careers over time. Dealers are often
responsible for establishing the initial price levels for an artist’s works, and once a defined price base has been
established, they can use increases in supply to help broaden the market and increase liquidity.
Exhibitions - remain a critical part of the gallery model as they provide a fundamental interface between art and ideas
and the public and are the key medium through which most art becomes known. The Art Market 2017 survey indicated
that on average dealers held 8 exhibitions each year, 6 in their own premises, 1 in another place in their main country
of business, and 1 overseas. In order to proactively seek new buyers outside the traditional reliance on local interest
and foot traffic.

2.5: The Art Buyers’ Journey
Whilst the research has considered the various routes to the promotion, it is also worth considering the changing way
that art buyers, with are finding art online and their route to purchase.
Figure 11 illustrates the Art Buyer’s Journey.

Figure 10: The Art Buyer’s Journey

STAGE 1 – AWARENESS




Word of mouth (51%) and social media (45%) have become the most important channels in the last three years in
raising awareness of online art sales platforms. A positive visitor and buyer experience is critical in attracting new
visitors and converting potential buyers.
85% of online art buyers attribute significant weight to the search and discovery process when selecting a specific
online art platform, or when deciding to buy. It is evident that a user-friendly process and experience will be critical
to the success of the online art market going forward.
Figure 11 shows that Instagram beats Facebook in 6 out of 8 categories. Instagram is perceived as being superior
to Facebook in terms of the ability to discover new artists (61% compared to Facebook’s 22%), following artists
you are familiar with (62% compared to Facebook’s 26%), and to see what is popular and what is trending (55%
compared to Facebook’s 25%). The two categories that Facebook is significantly better than Instagram in are artrelated news and finding openings and exhibitions.

STAGE 2 – EDUCATION
 79% said they wanted more background information about the artist and the object.
 52% of online art buyers state that content is important and that they are attributing significant value to the
educational experience. Research shows that online consumers are most likely to support transparent brands that
produce informative and interesting content.
STAGE 3 – CONSIDERATION
 65% of hesitant art buyers said that customer reviews and feedback from previous clients would be an important
ingredient in the art buying process. Although customer reviews are not common in the art world, the growing
use of social media suggests that client feedback (such as likes and followers) as well as comments and reviews
could play an increasingly important role in driving the emotional consideration for proceeding with the online art
buying process.
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Figure 11: Online Browsing Behaviour - Hiscox Online Art Trade Report 2017

STAGE 4 – JUSTIFICATION
 At this logical stage, the potential online art buyer is looking for verification of the value and the physical qualities
of the object.
 Buying art and collectibles online sight-unseen presents several challenges for the buyer. 80% worry that the
artwork will look different than it appeared in the digital image, and 77% worry that the condition of the work
might be different from what was stated or anticipated. 92% of hesitant buyers said that condition reports would
be essential when buying an artwork sight-unseen. A further 87% said that a certificate of authenticity would be
essential in justifying the purchase.
 Price transparency will become the norm rather than the exception. Although the art market is still notoriously
opaque when it comes to revealing prices, 86% of online art buyers find price transparency (that is, the clear
labelling of prices and the possibility to check past and comparable prices) an essential ingredient in buying art
online. With consumer pressure on price transparency, it is only a question of time before all online art platforms



(including online auctions) will have to start revealing past transactions, as well as providing price comparison
tools. 67% of hesitant art buyers said they would like access to an independent valuation report.
73% said they would like to have the opportunity to talk to an expert at this level of the decision-making process,
up from 69% in 2016.

STAGE 5 – PURCHASE
 At this stage in the cycle, the buyer is looking for the facts. How much will the artwork cost – including fees,
shipping and insurance? If the buyer is unhappy with the purchase, what are the terms regarding return
guarantees?
 The large majority (80%) of hesitant online art buyers said that the terms of the return guarantee were important
in their decision to buy art online sight-unseen. In fact, 71% said that having the option to insure the artwork at
time of purchase would make them feel more confident buying online and 64% said that more information and
choice about the shipping options would help in the acquisition process.
STAGE 6 - AFTER-SALE
 The after-sale process is really about reassurance and making the client feel they have made the correct choice.
This is critical for repeat purchases as well as how effectively these satisfied clients spread the word to new,
potential clients.
 Services related to this aspect could be informational in nature – for example, it could include sending clients’
emails with regular updates about how the artist’s career develops (new exhibitions, critical reviews, prizes and
awards etc.) or how the economic value of the artist has changed over time. This is a value-added service which
would provide the buyer with potential cultural and economic gratification from the initial purchase.

